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CHAIRMAN

REX HENDRY

The theme for the 2015-16 year must
surely be change. Or, more specifically, the
changing environment we are operating
within.
After following a trend over several
years where, although there were
more search and rescue callouts
on land, LandSAR itself was getting
called out to less of these, and yet
in the last year this trend reversed to involve more of our volunteers.
The initial trend could be put down to improving communications
between subjects and SAR management teams, with greater
knowledge of their locations by the subject, resulting in less searches
and more ‘pickups’ without the use of ground teams. However, this
reversal of the trend does indicate that we need to maintain our
readiness to be able to respond as and when.
SAREX Rotoiti 2014 - Charles Brunning

Which highlights a second major change factor and that is the use of
technology. Outdoor users have increasing use of cellphones, electronic mapping, GPS, personal
locator beacons, etc, which means they are likely to have a greater knowledge of their location.
Of course, there is also the technology that can help us to respond to callouts in a more efficient
manner – for example, etexting, mobile locate, digital maps, live tracking.
Then there are the changes to legislation which are shaping the way that we are operating. Notably,
of course, the understanding of volunteers within the health and safety legislation. Flagged changes
to the Incorporated Societies Act may also have some spin-off.
The age profile of New Zealand is also changing as the “baby boomers” are well into retirement and

“The theme
for 2015-16
must surely
be change.”

dementia-related illnesses are beginning to increase. LandSAR will be engaged in more urban or
peri-urban events involving this sector of our communities.
For me, the most significant change that is occurring is the incremental expectation of LandSAR
as an organisation by our partners, funding agencies, our communities and the friends or families
of our client group. One particular coronial inquiry this year has demonstrated these changing and
increasing expectations. And there are a couple of other cases around the country where similar
expectations have been expressed.
Our response to all of this is to, firstly, implement the robust safety management system that has
been worked on over the past couple of years, and, secondly, to continue to develop a cohesive and
appropriate assessment process so that we can demonstrate a measurable standard of operational
competency. Both of these projects will ensure the continued safety of our volunteers and should
provide assurances to our SAR partners that we are operating at the standard that we know we can,
and have been, working to. The training will realign to these projects over the next couple of years.
We are also initiating a project to look into our operational effectiveness so we can determine what
the right levers are for us to pull in any given situation that will have the best outcome at the time –
and identify those that don’t!
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We have had substantial internal change this year as well, with
Harry Maher returning to the land of conservation. Harry did some
great work around the crystallisation of outstanding issues and
transforming these into projects focussed on their resolution. Steve
Caldwell has picked up the batten of CEO and is busy swimming
from the deep end to more shallow ground. Steve’s first task has
been to drill into the budget and identify the performance measures
and outcomes from our current activities. However he has also
facilitated a substantial review of our strategic direction and will look
to resource this so that we continue to function successfully in this
changing environment.
The elephant in the room really is the changing landscape of
LandSAR itself. We have many older, long-term members who have
been giving sterling service for decades and will be retiring over the
next few years. I acknowledge their great service. As an organisation
we need to pick the future leaders of the organisation now and start
encouraging and fostering these key people. We have to plan for this and ensure that we
remain current and relevant.

GR Recording - Paul Furborough

We are in for a few exciting years ahead.

Taranaki Avo SAREX - Conrad Smith
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE

STEVE CALDWELL

2016 marks the 10th anniversary of the
establishment of the LandSAR National
Board which was setup to govern the
activities of New Zealand Land Search
and Rescue Incorporated, the overarching
organisation that we all subscribe to as
members.
While Land Search and Rescue
services have existed in New Zealand
for many more decades than the last one, (indeed Methven Search
and Rescue will soon celebrate its 50th anniversary), nevertheless
a 10th anniversary is still a significant milestone. It is a milestone
that provides us with the opportunity to pause and reflect on where
we have come from, what we have achieved in those ten years and
where we might better focus our resources in the future.
Team Coordination – Charles Brunning

Clearly the most significant achievement over this period has been
the continued development of a capable and committed volunteer network able to provide a national
24x7 response to all requests for assistance from our two statutory coordinating authorities; the
NZ Police and the Rescue Coordination Centre. In the short time I have been in this role, I have
been amazed and inspired by the level of skill, professionalism and dedication shown by so many
people throughout the organisation. In the previous 12 months LandSAR volunteers invested more
than 125,000 hours into LandSAR activities, over half of which were involved in training or exercises.

“I have been
amazed and
inspired by the
level of skill,
professionalism
and dedication
shown by so many
people throughout
the organisation.”

This is a massive effort behind which, is a further commitment from the multitude of partners and
family members without whose support LandSAR would not benefit from the dedication of its
3200 volunteers. I cannot express adequately my appreciation for all the sacrifices that you and
your families make; the ruined dinners, the late night call-outs and countless other inconveniences
endured so that LandSAR can provide an effective and efficient SAR response to the lost, missing
and injured.
Closely aligned with this is another major achievement - the esteem with which the LandSAR brand
is held by the general public of New Zealand. LandSAR has consistently been voted as one of New
Zealand’s most trusted charities in the annual Reader’s Digest “Trusted Brands” survey. A result I
am sure is in no small way due the willingness and skills of our trained volunteer workers to endure
the most extreme conditions in order to assist those that find themselves in trouble in some of New
Zealand’s most inhospitable places. The courage, the expertise and the knowledge to do this safely
and competently every time is not lost on the NZ Public, nor is it lost on our partner agencies. The
respect with which LandSAR is held throughout the sector is a true testimony to this, and was
demonstrably evident at the 2015 NZSAR Awards recently held at Parliament Buildings where NZ
LandSAR personnel were represented in 5 out of the 10 awards including both gold awards. The
NZSAR awards are a deserving acknowledgement for some remarkable deeds, but they are
just a small sample of the many heroic acts carried out almost every day by LandSAR volunteers
throughout NZ.
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From an organisational systems perspective some of the more
notable achievements over the last decade include the integration
of a number of support tools into everyday LandSAR use. Systems
such as LandSAR’s electronic reporting system, its web-based
training and membership management systems and our group
planning tool are now all seen as part of our business as usual. Yet
their benefit to LandSAR has been enormous, we now have accurate
and timely information about where our efforts have been expedited,
what we have achieved and what resources were required to achieve
them.
In a similar vein, it is pleasing to see two of our biggest initiatives
over the past 4-5 years, LandSAR’s safety management system
and its competency framework, also transitioning into business as
usual. Both of these programmes represent a significant investment
in both LandSAR’s time and funds. While there is still work to be
done to ensure these systems remain fit for purpose and responsive
to local needs, the bulk of their development has been completed and now what remains is for their
implementation through all facets of the organisation.

SAREX Roxburgh - Jo Boyd

For me, one of the most important achievements in the last 10 years was the transfer of ownership
of NZ LandSAR Inc. away from the original institutional members (The Federated Mountain Clubs of
NZ Inc, The NZ Speleological Society Inc, the NZ Mountain Safety Council Inc, NZ Police and the
Department of Conservation) to rest fully with the nationwide network of dedicated local LandSAR
groups, that are now collectively known as NZ LandSAR. In many ways this shift marked a coming
of age for LandSAR NZ as a democratically based, locally owned national organisation. To me this is
one of LandSAR’s greatest strengths. It is the means, by which LandSAR travels its journey of self
determination, deciding its own strategic direction and operational priorities, but most importantly
it ensures NZ LandSAR Inc’s primary purpose will always be focused on the needs of its member
groups, supporting them to be stronger, more resilient and sustainable, better prepared and
ultimately fit for purpose in an ever changing SAR environment.
In 2006 the then NZ LandSAR Chairperson Ray Polson stated that “The Board and national office
understand fully that unless we are perceived as useful and supportive to the regions and specialist
groups, we are not fulfilling our role”.
While the regional structure might not exist as it once did, the sentiment remains. The success or
otherwise of NZ LandSAR Inc in 2016 as it did in 2006 rests entirely with how well the local LandSAR
Groups and Specialist teams feel they are supported by the national structures. That is my focus
going forward and my commitment to you all.
Steve Caldwell

Chief Executive
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BOARD, LIFE MEMBERS & STAFF
BOARD & LIFE MEMBERS

STAFF

Rex Hendry – Chairman

Greg Bishop – Deputy Chair
& Chair Audit & Risk Committee

Steve Caldwell –
Chief Executive

Jaimes Wood – Chair,
Fundraising Committee

Dave Robertson

Mike Ambrose – Group Support
Officer, Lower South Island

Ian newman – Group Support
Officer, Upper North Island

Ron Smith

Terry Blumhardt

Peter Zimmer – Group Support
Officer, Lower North Island

Tony Teeling –
Project Manager

PATRON Lieutenant General
The Right Honourable
Sir Jerry Mateparae

Iain Watson

Pete Corbett – Training &
Development Manager / Group
Support Officer, Upper South Island

Karen Walker –
Training Support Officer

LIFE MEMBERS
2006 – ROGER BARROWCLOUGH (DECEASED)
2007 – ROSCOE TAIT
2009 – TOM CLARKSON
2010 – ROGER BATES
2015 – DAVE ERSON

Harry Maher –
Chief Executive
(resigned December 2015)
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Rae Wakefield-Jones
– Administration & Finance Manager

RCCNZ

MIKE HILL

Congratulations NZ LandSAR on another
great year. I continue to be impressed
with the work you do across the country
helping the lost, injured and missing. I
have enjoyed our connections over this
year – at your AGM, joint training and the
various meetings .
RCCNZ values the partnership we
have with you. As we receive the
distress beacon activation alerts, we generally start off as the SAR
Coordinating authority. As we have seen increasing numbers of
people carrying beacons, we are also seeing increasing LandSAR
deployments to respond to beacons incidents. We expect this work
to continue. While this may be a change from the ‘searches’ of the
past, you still carry out a crucial role.
It has been great to begin the working relationship with your new
CEO Steve Caldwell. Steve made a seamless transition from Harry

Alpine Cliff Rescue Training - Pete Zimmer

Maher into the joint Police, Coastguard, LandSAR and RCCNZ project to ensure we were compliant
with the new Health and Safety at Work Act. This joint project ensured that we are consistent across
the sector with our practices and policies. We all need to make sure that we include health and
safety aspects into our training. We are committed to maintaining and ensuring the safety of our
SAR workers.
RCCNZ has seen a few changes over the past year. We have moved to new ‘state of the art’
premises, next door to our old office space in Avalon. For the first time in 6 years we have had a
Search and Rescue Officer (SARO) vacancy. Two new SAROs graduated in May. SAROs are the
people who work 24/7 coordinating Cat II SAROPs, looking after the NZ Search and Rescue Region
– all 30 million square kilometres of it.
We have also been involved with increasing our support and training across the Pacific. We have a
programme of providing support, training and exercising SAR over the next three years to Kiribati,

“RCCNZ
values the
partnership
we have with
you.”

Cook Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Niue and Tokelau.
Once again, thank you for the work that you do – in the field, fundraising, organising, training, at
meetings and for generally being a part of a great sector. Feel free to visit to share some ‘war stories’
if you find yourself in the Safe Hutt Valley.

LandSAR Annual Report 2016
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NZSAR

DUNCAN FERNER, SECRETARIAT MANAGER
One of New Zealand Search and Rescue’s
goals is ‘a robust and integrated SAR
system’. Within that goal are the concepts of
a cross-sector culture of ‘one SAR body’ and
a sector that is constantly aiming to improve.
The high level of commitment LandSAR
personnel not only bring to SAR operations
and training but also to working closely with
other SAR organisations is highly valued.
Your dedication and the leadership LandSAR continues to bring to the collective
table significantly contributes to the provision of effective search and rescue, an
effectiveness which rates us up amongst the best in the world.
The New Zealand Search and Rescue Council, together with the NZSAR
Consultative Committee and supported by the NZSAR Secretariat, has
a role in guiding and leading the sector, and with your support we are
making considerable progress.
Robert Ridge SAROP September 2015

The National Search and Rescue Support Programme (NSSP), which forms the bulk of the NZSAR
Secretariat’s annual work programme, is one of the ways we provide opportunities to grow and
strengthen the links across and beyond the sector.
Through the NSSP we have supported ten regular search and rescue exercises (SAREXs) during the
year and eight Rauora mass rescue desktop exercises. Search and rescue exercises are of immense
benefit to the sector’s overall preparedness. They serve to establish and reinforce relationships, clarify
understanding, fine-tune processes and procedures, practise skills in a structured environment, and allow
for considered evaluation of individuals and teams. The aim of Rauora is to evaluate each Police District’s
mass rescue plan, confirm that potential participants understand their roles and responsibilities, test that

“...with your
support we
are making
considerable
progress.”

the various agency plans are synchronised, and ensure that there is consistency across the country.
The Data Store we have developed over the past 18 months is a major step on the information pathway to
support evidence-based decision-making across the SAR sector.
It amalgamates the database held by the Rescue Coordination Centre, and the two Police databases
into one system, providing tools to enable the detailed analysis of that data so it can be turned into useful
information. Supporting the effectiveness of the Data store is our project to create a unified SAR data
standard, which will properly define all the SAR data elements we wish to capture and clearly map the
reason and use for doing so.
In another example of strengthening connections across our Sector, We recently welcomed Dave Comber
to a newly appointed position on the NZSAR Council. Dave will represent the non-governmental elements
of the SAR sector.
In addition to Dave’s very extensive SAR experience, he brings considerable leadership, managerial and
governance experience to the Council. Dave has been meeting and working with LandSAR and other
NGO SAR agencies, developing effective dialogue to facilitate learning from our individual and collective
experiences.
These are just a few examples of the work we are carrying out on your behalf. Search and rescue is
undoubtedly a team effort, and we very much appreciate the assistance we have received from LandSAR
people over the past year.
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NEW ZEALAND POLICE

MIKE BUSH, MNZM, COMMISSIONER OF POLICE
As the Commissioner of New Zealand
Police, I’d like to acknowledge the huge
commitment and value that New Zealand
Land Search and Rescue volunteers bring
to the Police Search and Rescue response.
LandSAR volunteers are passionate
in their desire to help those in
distress wherever and whenever the
need arises. I thank you all for your
outstanding efforts over the past 12 months. Your contribution has
seen many lives saved during this year and your continued support
will result in yet more lives being saved.
Our vision of “Having the Trust and Confidence of All” is dependent
on our meaningful and effective relationships with others. Police
SAR could not operate effectively without the dedicated support of
volunteers working closely alongside our other key partners. Your
assistance makes a real difference to those rescued and to their
families.

Canterbury District SAREX briefing Rae Wakefield-Jones

Having a robust culture of health and safety, and staff that ‘feel safe and are safe’ is of paramount
importance for New Zealand Police. I commend LandSAR with their health and safety efforts, by
promoting a safety culture via the Safety Management System, which is designed to keep SAR
people safe both while training and when deployed on SAR Operations.

“I thank you all for
your outstanding
efforts over the
past 12 months.”
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NEW ZEALAND POLICE

JO HOLDEN

On behalf of NZ Police, I would like to
acknowledge the continued service that
LandSAR provides to people having a
bad day in the NZ outdoors. Our business
is changing; with that comes a raft of
challenges to both Police and LandSAR,
but we can still take credit for saving,
rescuing and assisting over 750 people so
far this financial year. Thank you.
Last year saw the departure of your CEO Harry Maher; it was a
pleasure to work with Harry on the implementation of a number of
LandSAR initiatives including the Competencies Framework and
the Safety Management system. I look forward to working with
Steve Caldwell as we improve key aspects of the SMS (including
the documentation and Take 5 resources) and implement the
Competencies Framework system.
Canterbury Police SAR Squad Members Charles Brunning

A recommendation from the review of the LandSAR Roadmap that was conducted at National Park
in April this year was that LandSAR gets some real and immediate traction on the WanderSearch
initiative. A number of groups around the country have already taken the front foot on this - in
particular, Auckland LandSAR; Delanie Halton received a Gold Award at the recent SAR Awards for
her work with Wandersearch in Auckland, and I recommend that groups follow similar initiatives to
help the increasing numbers of Wanderers in NZ.

“I look forward to
continuing to work
with you all to
make a very real
difference to the
lost, the missing
and their families.”

Groups will start working with their GSOs towards the end of this year to determine their training
needs for next year – I encourage you to include your local Police SAR people in this process, as we
are still seeing many courses cancelled due to lack of numbers.
We once again welcomed LandSAR volunteers onto 2 Police courses this year – the National SAR
Course held at Dip Flat, and the SAR Managers course held at the Police College. We plan to extend
invitations to LandSAR to attend both courses into the foreseeable future.
It was a pleasure to once again celebrate the success of the more memorable SAR Operations
and Practitioners at the recent SAR awards. While the awards recognise those that have made a
significant contribution to search and rescue, they also raise community awareness about those
involved in the SAR sector.
I look forward to continuing to work with you all to make a very real difference to the lost, the missing
and their families.
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HONOURS & AWARDS
On Tuesday, 24 May 2016 Hon Craig Foss, Associate Minister of Transport,
hosted the NZSAR Awards for 2015 in the Grand Hall, Parliament Buildings,
Wellington.
A Gold Award for Operational Activity was awarded to Silvano
Lorandi, Mika Verheul and Richard John Walker from Search and
Rescue Nelson for the rescue of two people from Robert Ridge,
Nelson Lakes National Park on 5 September 2015.
Delanie Halton from WanderSearch and Auckland LandSAR also
received a Gold Award for Support Activity.
MacKenzie LandSAR were awarded Certificates of Achievement
for Operational Activity for rescue of a group of kayakers on Lake
Tekapo on 25 September 2015.
For commitment in the search for a missing person near Balclutha
beginning 23 July 2015 Emma Milburn and her dog, Dart from
Search Dogs and the Dunedin group were awarded an Operational
Certificate of Achievement.
LandSAR Turangi and Ruapehu Alpine Rescue Organisation (RARO)

Mika Verheul, Richard Walker and Silvano
Lorandi from Search and Rescue Nelson
– Mark Coote

were awarded Operational Certificates of Achievement for the rescue
of four injured climbers from Mt Ngauruhoe on 17 June 2015.

Delanie Halton from WanderSearch
- Mark Coote

Dart, Emma Milburn and Hon Craig Foss
– Mark Coote
LandSAR Annual Report 2016 11

LANDSAR
SEARCH AND RESCUE
OPERATIONS (SAROPS)

APRIL 2015 TO MARCH 2016

TOTAL NUMBER
OF SAROPS

446

VOLUNTEER HOURS
SPENT ON SAROPS

25,920

VOLUNTEER DAYS
SPENT ON SAROPS

3,240
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LANDSAR
SEARCH AND RESCUE
OPERATIONS (SAROPS)

APRIL 2015 TO MARCH 2016

Not Located 27
Number Perished 62

Lives Saved 63

Lives Rescued 222

Lives Assisted 258

Lives Saved

Lives Rescued

Lives Assisted

Number Perished

Not Located

TOTAL 623
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LANDSAR
NON-OPERATIONAL ACTIVITY

APRIL 2015 TO MARCH 2016

Admin Committee 6%

Admin Finance 2%
Admin Secretarial 4%

Sarex Hours 22%

Admin Group Meetings 7%
Admin Other Meetings 6%

Sarex Planning 2%

Admin Reporting 1%
Training Planning 3%
Training External 23%
Training Internal 24%
Admin Committee

Admin Finance

Admin Secretarial

Admin Group meetings

Admin Other meetings

Admin Reporting

Training Planning

Training Internal

Training External

Sarex Planning

Sarex Hours
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MANAGEMENT AND STAFF SUPPORT
The Chief Executive and six staff support
the volunteer members of New Zealand
Land Search and Rescue. There is a small
national office in Christchurch. The Training
and Development Manager and the Group
Support Officers operate from bases
distributed almost evenly across the country.

Staff operational functions in 2015/16 are
divided as shown below

Group Support

Training and Development

Management and Administration

Project Support

On The Scent – Rhonda van Rooden
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LANDSAR GROUPS
Far North Search & Rescue Organisation Inc

Northland Search & Rescue

Auckland Land Search & Rescue
Kuaotunu Land Search & Rescue
Tairua-Pauanui Land Search and Rescue Inc
Thames Land Search & Rescue Inc
Paeroa Search & Rescue
Waihi LandSAR
Tauranga Search & Rescue
Hamilton Search & Rescue
Waitomo Search & Rescue Inc

Whakatane Land
Search & Rescue

Rotorua LandSAR
Taupo Search & Rescue Group

Gisborne Land
Search & Rescue

Turangi Search & Rescue Group

Taranaki Search & Rescue Group

Wairoa Search &
Rescue Inc

Ruapehu Search & Rescue Group
Taihape Search & Rescue Group

Wanganui Search
& Rescue Inc

Hawke’s Bay Search &
Rescue
Tararua Search & Rescue Club Inc

Palmerston North Land Search & Rescue and Rescue
Advisory Committee Inc
Golden Bay Search & Rescue

Horowhenua Search & Rescue
Committee
Wairarapa Search & Rescue Inc

Motueka Search & Rescue

Search & Rescue Nelson Inc

Wellington Land Search & Rescue Inc

Search & Rescue Karamea
Westport Land Search & Rescue Inc

Marlborough Search & Rescue

Murchison Search and Rescue Group

Kaikoura Search & Rescue

Reefton Search & Rescue Squad

Hanmer Springs Search & Rescue

Greymouth LandSAR
Hokitika LandSAR Group

Hurunui Land Search & Rescue Group

Arthur’s Pass Rescue

Oxford Search & Rescue
Christchurch Search & Rescue

South Westland Search & Rescue
Haast LandSAR

Methven Search
& Rescue Inc

LandSAR
Wanaka
Wakatipu
LandSAR

Ellesmere Search & Rescue
Rakaia Search & Rescue
Mackenzie Search & Rescue
South Canterbury Group

Central Otago SAR
North Otago Search & Rescue Inc
Dunedin District Land Search & Rescue Committee
Clutha District Search & Rescue
Catlins Search & Rescue

Fiordland SAR Committee

Eastern Southland Combined SAR
Southland Search & Rescue
Stewart Island/Rakiura Search & Rescue
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LANDSAR GROUP SUPPORT
IAN NEWMAN

PETE CORBETT AND KAREN WALKER

Auckland Land Search and Rescue

Arthurs Pass Rescue

Far North Search and Rescue Organisation Inc.

Christchurch Search and Rescue

Gisborne Land Search and Rescue

Ellesmere Search and Rescue Inc.

Hawke’s Bay LandSAR

Golden Bay Search and Rescue

Kuaotunu Land Search & Rescue

Greymouth LandSAR

Northland Search and Rescue

Hanmer Springs Search and Rescue

Operational Tracking

Hurunui Land Search and Rescue Group

Paeroa Search & Rescue

Kaikoura Search and Rescue

Rotorua LandSAR

Marlborough Search and Rescue

Tairua-Pauanui Land Search and Rescue Inc

Motueka Search and Rescue

Tauranga Search and Rescue

Murchison Search and Rescue Group

Thames Land Search and Rescue Inc

NZSS/Cave Search & Rescue (CaveSAR)

Waihi LandSAR

Oxford Search and Rescue

Wairoa Search and Rescue Inc

Reefton Search and Rescue Squad

MIKE AMBROSE

Search and Rescue Karamea
Search and Rescue Nelson Inc

Aoraki/Mt Cook ACR

Westport Land Search and Rescue Inc

Catlins Search and Rescue (including Tokanui)
Central Otago SAR

PETE ZIMMER

Christchurch ACR

Hamilton Search and Rescue

Clutha District Search and Rescue

Horowhenua Search and Rescue Committee

Dunedin District Land Search and

Palmerston North Land Search and Rescue

Rescue Committee

River SAR

Eastern Southland Combined SAR

Ruapehu Alpine Rescue Organisation (RARO)

Fiordland SAR Committee

Ruapehu Search and Rescue Group

Haast LandSAR

Taihape Search and Rescue Group

Hokitika LandSAR Group

Taranaki ACR

LandSAR Wanaka

Taranaki Search and Rescue Group

MacKenzie Search and Rescue

Tararua Search and Rescue Club Inc.

Methven Search and Rescue Inc,

Taupo Search and Rescue Group

North Otago Search and Rescue Inc

Turangi Search and Rescue Group

Rakaia Search and Rescue

Wairarapa Search and Rescue Inc

Search Dogs

Waitomo Search and Rescue

South Canterbury Group

Wanganui Search and Rescue Inc.

South Westland Search and Rescue

Wellington Land Search and Rescue

Southland LandSAR

Whakatane Land Search and Rescue

Stewart Island/Rakiura Search and Rescue
Tasman ACR
Wakatipu LandSAR
Wakatipu ACR
Wanaka ACR
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GROUP SUPPORT

IAN NEWMAN GROUP SUPPORT OFFICER, UPPER NORTH ISLAND
The 2015/16 reporting year although
reduced due to the AGM changing
from November to July has none
the less been busy in my area. The
combination of formal training courses,
the implementation of the Safety
Management System and LandSAR
Competencies has placed an increasing
workload on volunteers and groups but it’s
pleasing to see the progress being made
with the integration of these into internal training programs, SAREX’s and
SAROP’s.
There was good representation at the Assessor Training Workshops
and with the next round of these scheduled for September and
October there is the opportunity for other suitably experienced
members to become assessors.
The new Kuaotunu SAR building
- Steve Hart

A wide range and number of formal training courses were hosted
by groups but due to an increased trend of recruiting new members there has been an additional
demand for core training courses. A few additional courses have been programmed and this year’s
GPT will provide the information to program further training next year. The requirements of the SMS
and competencies have meant an increasing number of groups are looking at initiatives to get more
members along to internal training and have asked individuals for more commitment to the group’s
internal training program.
Kuaotunu SAR have a new base in Whitianga located next to the Auckland Westpac Rescue
helicopter hangar. The building was funded by the fund raising efforts of the group and the local
community and is an open plan arrangement that allows the building to be used for equipment
storage, a training room and an IMT and briefing room.
The Communications Project funding has seen the development and trialling of a new linking/
end repeater that will give groups more capability in setting up their communications network for
SAREX’s and SAROP’s. Four of these repeaters, VHF radios, Floppy Jim aerials and GPS units
were also distributed to groups throughout the country and the VHF battery replacement program
distributed another 260 batteries to groups.
The Minor Equipment/SMS project funding has distributed a range of items to groups including
torches and headlamps, caps and sunhats, Hi-Vis vests, notebooks and LandSAR Group banners.
The procurement of Communications and Minor Equipment is helped when groups contribute funds
to the purchasing of equipment or fund them entirely with the items being purchased by LandSAR at
discounted prices.
Operational Tracking had a busy year with 4 formal courses and 2 workshops and more detail of this
project will be covered in Specialist Disciplines
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OPERATIONAL TRACKING IAN NEWMAN
2016 sees the halfway milestone for the Operational Tracking Strategy and
the achievement of some significant objectives.
Combined Tracking Team (CTT) workshops were conducted in
Hanmer and Pureora in November 2015 and both workshops
were successful. This year the workshops will be a combination of
Operational Tracking and Combined Tracking Team with participants
able to focus on OT only, or be involved in OT and CTT. This will allow
Operational Trackers to be revised and re-assessed as competent
but also give them an opportunity to work in the CTT role.
Two Operational Tracking Introduction (OTI) courses were delivered
at Mt Hutt Retreat and Mangatepopo School Camp by TPP under
the SARACE funding model and using course material developed
by LandSAR. The attendance on the courses was high and 20
participants from these introductory courses progressed to OT.
Operational Tracking and Team Leader courses were conducted in
Hanmer and Pureora with 14 OT’s and 2 Team Leaders successfully
completing the required objectives.

Operational Tracking Introduction
- John Cosgrove

Following the work undertaken to ensure the logical progression of these course and workshops it
is encouraging to see evidence of improvement of the skills and ability of the participants. Feedback
from members has been excellent and the support that the program receives from qualified
Operational Trackers to lay track and assist where they can is a contributing factor in the success of
these courses and workshops and is greatly appreciated.
Other successes this year were:
A presentation to SAR Police in Arthurs Pass in October 2015 explaining the concept of OT and the
emphasis on quality training and high standards.
The forming of the Operational Tracking Advisory Group which will revise and refine SOP’s, review
course and workshop content and assist with promoting Operational Tracking. It will monitor the
currency of Operational Trackers and advise when individuals are due for their 2 year reassessment.
The LandSAR development of Course Standards, pre course reading, course content, assessment
criteria and tutor guides for all Operational Tracking course. This was completed by LandSAR tutors
and staff.
The development of Operational Tracking Introduction, Operational Tracking and Operational
Tracking Team Leader Aide Memoirs
The integration of the Operational Tracking courses into the TPP framework and their funding under
the SARACE programme.
The establishment of Operational Tracking teams in Auckland, Rotorua, Taranaki and Nelson.

Where from here:
• The development of OTI and OT
competencies by late 2016
• The distribution of course workbooks
and aide memoirs to all current
Operational Trackers and Team
Leaders.
• Continued presentations to SAR
Police and IMT members on OT and
how to manage the resource.
• Developing an OT/CTT SAREX either
nationally or in each island.
• Continued identification of LandSAR
Regional and Group Tracking
Instructors
• Training IMT personnel to use OT and
CTT resources
• Completing a data base of current

An increased recognition by Police of the value of OT/CTT as an Initial Response resource or their

OT’s and those requiring revision and

use when other search options have not been successful.

re-assessment
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GROUP SUPPORT

PETE CORBETT TRAINING DEVELOPMENT MANAGER /
GROUP SUPPORT OFFICER – UPPER SOUTH ISLAND
All LandSAR Groups and specialist teams
in the top of the South continue to provide
valuable land search and rescue support
services to the Coordinating Authorities as
they have done for many years.
The operation that perhaps epitomises
the good work done by all was the
rescue of two foreign hikers from
Robert Ridge, Nelson Lakes National
Park in September last year. This was a courageous effort conducted
in inclement conditions that undoubtedly saved lives which earned
Silvano Lorandi, Mika Verheul and Richard Walker from the Nelson
Group this year’s NZSAR Gold Award for Operational Activity – well
done guys.
Operational activity also continues to ebb and flow across the area but
again the perception is that the trend is downwards creating difficulties
SAREX Briefing - Rae  Wakefield-Jones

in getting members motivated to attend training and make themselves
available – the increasing demands on a volunteer’s time and the need to achieve the essential
balance between work, life and discretionary time are contributing factors along with technology.
A particularly sad occurrence was the departure of the Banks Peninsula Group who made the difficult
decision to disband after a lack of operational activity for several years. In earlier years they served the
Peninsula well and can be proud of the community service they provided. That area of Canterbury,
which still retains some SAR vulnerability, is now covered by the Christchurch Group who also
administers the developing land search and rescue capability on the Chatham Islands.
It has been very encouraging to see the willingness by Groups to embrace the changes that have
come about as a result of the operational role competencies roll out and the introduction of the Safety
Management System (SMS). In the top of the South we now have over 50% of the Groups with
credentialed assessors on board who are now implementing start-up processes to credential others
as markers or evidence gatherers to create that necessary go-forward to get everyone in the Group
assessed. Most Groups are also using the new SMS tools and processes as evidenced by the degree
of incident and accident reporting which will provide the organisation with some very useful data in
years to come to help keep all members safe.
The RiverSAR capability was revitalised during 2015/16 and there is now a structured team that
can provide this specialised service right across the top of the south with hubs based in Hokitika,
Murchison, Nelson, Marlborough and Canterbury. One of the principle focuses of this capability is
to minimise the risk to general field team members of working around or along a swift water corridor
which of course in some parts is a regular occurrence.
CaveSAR is also in good shape and earlier this year held their 3 yearly national deep cave SAREX in
the Swiss Maid Cave on top of Takaka Hill. Unfortunately one of the experienced cavers slipped and
fell a short distance injuring himself which necessitated a quick but successful switch from training to
operational mode. This incident highlighted not only the inherent dangers of caving but also the high
level of specialist capability that the cavers can offer.
Group support in the top of the South is shared between Karen Walker and myself and we are forever
grateful for the enthusiasm and commitment that all members bring to the role – it continues to be a
pleasure, thanks guys.
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GROUP SUPPORT

MIKE AMBROSE GROUP SUPPORT OFFICER, LOWER SOUTH ISLAND
2015/16 has been a busy and demanding
year for many of the groups in the Lower
South Island.
On the operational front there
have been a number of longer
duration searches that have tested
management and field capabilities,
requiring inter-group co-operation
and perseverance to achieve outcomes. These cases, that are not
resolved quickly, inevitably result in a degree of introspection about
decisions and SAR skills. Recording and implementing the lessons
learned is one positive, which we should always aim to maximise
from these experiences. On the whole the number, nature and scale
of SAROPS this year have provided a good benchmark for where
groups need to be, in terms of their own size and capability.
Behind the scenes, as usual, training and fundraising have been
major focal points for groups, although I must say that the large

RiverSAR SAREX - Pete Zimmer

range of local variance, which occurs in these activities, is a key distinguishing feature that defines
one group from another. Groups that offer well planned and regular local training seem to have
fewer problems with members becoming disengaged and groups that bring in the funds to meet
their local needs are more able to focus on the other matters that will improve group performance
and health. The groups that are on top of their day to day issues tend to be more forward looking
and have been proactive about tasks such as the application of safety management systems and
getting prepared for implementing the competency assessment programme.
The combination of analysing current and likely future operational workloads and the impact of new
systems has lead some groups to take a more formal look at what the local expectations are for
members. Proposals such as membership list reviews and minimum levels of attendance at training
and other group activities are now regularly discussed at group meetings. The intent is never to
exclude individuals from the opportunity to participate but rather to ensure that the quality of the
services we provide is maintained and improved.
Across the region I can characterise groups as those which are well maintained with few issues,
those which are in the process of active improvement and are moving towards where they need to
be and those which are in decline or are not currently able to keep up with changes and challenges.
I’m pleased to observe that the number of groups in the first two of these categories has increased
in the past couple of years. This is usually a testament to the efforts of a few individuals who have
been prepared to put in a bit of extra effort to kick-start some positive changes – a big thankyou is
due to these members in particular.
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GROUP SUPPORT

PETER ZIMMER GROUP SUPPORT OFFICER, LOWER NORTH ISLAND
The main focus of my work is supporting
and adding value to the groups or teams
our members belong to. Followed by
project work and plenty other tasks that
come my way. Every year I invest time,
energy and effort into local, regional
and district relationships between our
volunteers and our friends from the NZ
Police. With good relationships and a
bit of good will from all involved, most
issues can be sorted with a win-win solution. I believe SAR is a team sport.
Local territory or district boundaries are simply lines on a map. Our common
purpose is to provide the best possible support to the lost, missing and
injured person
Safety management system: a topic with varying uptake or resistance
in my area of GSO responsibility. The system is now constantly being
North Island Avalanche IMTEX and SAREX Pete Zimmer

reviewed and updated based on member feedback which helps the
buy-in. One observation I made at training events or SAREX’s. The awareness of the responsibility
for individual and team safety has increased and there are good processes, briefings and team talks
happening as a result.
Training: I work proactively and assist where and when I get asked. In my area of responsibility thirty
two out of thirty six national training events were delivered in 2015. In 2016 to the end of May eleven
out of thirty events were delivered with no cancellation to date.
Protective equipment: that is a topic on my travels and interactions with groups. I have noticed that
some groups are using their own fund raising ability to acquire their resources. I assist with that
effort where I can through advice and purchasing privileges that LandSAR has.
Action: we had some high profile SAROP’s in the last year. Members from the Ruapehu Alpine
Rescue Organisation rescued a group of hikers on Mt Ngauruhoe in early winter. The search effort
for Alex Fischer at Waitarere Beach. And recently for the American Mum and Daughter lost in the
Tararuas. These operations involved multi group and multi agencies all working for our common
cause. I support our members in the cooperative and collaborative SAR effort of the Tararua Alliance
and the Central North Island Alliance - both meet rather informally twice a year. The groups from the
Waikato Police District meet once a year at the moment. Those meetings continue to break down
barriers, are valuable network opportunities, good for sharing and talking about what capability,
capacity and resources are available in the neighbourhood. And I get to provide updates on national
matters to an audience of like-minded people.
Facebook: the purpose is to engage people, share our stories, share information and keep LandSAR
in the public eye. If you haven’t been there, come and “like” us.
After seven years working and supporting our members I am still amazed at the good will, dedication
and pride in our local communities to support the LandSAR cause. It is a privilege and rewarding to
work and support our members and partners and help them make a difference in our communities.
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SPECIALIST DISCIPLINES

ALPINE CLIFF RESCUE AND RIVERSAR
Alpine Cliff Rescue South Island – Mike Ambrose GSO

The windy El Nino summer curtailed much of the climbing activity in the Southern Alps during the
traditionally busy months of December and January. This was reflected in correspondingly fewer
climbing accidents at this time of year, but ACR teams did respond to a number of overdue party
callouts, caused by bad weather, unseasonal snow fall and flooded rivers. The later part of summer
saw a return to more normal levels of activity.
Earlier, a recovery operation, after a tourist helicopter crash at Fox Glacier, was a significant and high
profile job for the South Westland ACR team. This was one of a number of aircraft crashes which
ACR teams were deployed to. A greater diversity in the ACR workload was apparent with a number
of paragliders and a base jumper requiring rescue from precarious spots and teams also being
called to road crashes, in steep locations, and a quarry accident.
The four South Island teams remain well organised with personnel, training and equipment all in
good order. All teams came together, along with the DOC Aoraki Rescue Team, for an ACR SAREX
at Wanaka in November. Weather interfered with the planned mountain component of the exercise
but a lot of currency training and skill sharing was achieved during helicopter and crag based
scenarios at lower altitudes.
The ACR team member competency documents (probationary and operational) are now largely
complete with the final versions being nationally consistent minimum standards. It is recognised that,
due to local environmental and operational differences, it will be appropriate for some teams adopt
and observe higher standards, in respect of some competency elements.
The continued funding support for ACR, provided by Jo Morgan and the Morgan Foundation is
acknowledged and is greatly appreciated.

Alpine Cliff Rescue North Island – Pete Zimmer GSO
Ruapehu Alpine Rescue Organisation (RARO) and Taranaki Alpine Cliff Rescue (TACR) have both

South Island SAREX - Mike Ambrose

been kept operationally busy in the past 12 month. When not on the job LandSAR is encouraging
and supporting both teams to train together when possible. Winter 2015 saw a major avalanche
exercise in Taranaki. Part one was a one day IMTEX. Part 2 a field exercise on Mt Taranaki. The
weather on the day was poor and made for a realistic response. Both events had up to 90 people
involved from RARO, TACR, our Police colleagues and other partners - St John, helicopter operators,
Department of Conservation. Good learning and lessons shared thanks to the support from NZSAR.

RiverSAR – Pete Zimmer GS0
Currently there are 2 areas in NZ that have an active RiverSAR response capability. The Wanaka
group and the Tasman region. LandSAR is supporting those efforts with specialist training. In
January the Wanaka team facilitated a RiverSAR SAREX as part of the NZ Canyon Festival. A
good day of sharing ideas, learning and problem solving in a dynamic, challenging and technical
environment.
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SPECIALIST DISCIPLINES

SEARCH DOGS FRITZ VAN ROODEN, CHAIRMAN
This report covers the period 01 April 2015 to 31March 2016 for LandSAR
Search Dogs which includes the specific search disciplines of Tracking, Area
Search and Avalanche.
During this period Search Dogs maintained 21 Operational Teams
nationally who jointly responded to 52 callouts. In addition to the
Operational Teams we have 23 Teams on the Training Pathway
thereby ensuring a continued operational capability.
For the reporting period Search Dog volunteers gave approximately
34,500 hours to the community including training and operational
time, or an average 784 hours for each of the 44 Teams. This is but
one demonstration of the high level of commitment that the handlers
and supporters give to providing a professional SAR capability.
Nine scheduled training/assessment camps (across all disciplines)
were held nationally during the twelve months. Our senior handlers
and assessors also held two workshops for the review and updating
Gemma in action - Graeme Hill

of the training programs, standards and policies as we strive
for improvement of current best practice and to continue to meet the expectations of the SAR
community and, in particular, the Police as the predominant lead agency that we support.
A highlight for the Search Dog Group has been recognition at the NZSAR Awards of one of our
Operational Handlers, Emma Milburn from Dunedin. Emma received her award from NZSAR
primarily for the huge amount of effort she put in leading up to making the find at the Matheson
search (Balclutha) last year and also the Murdoch search (Omarama). The nomination also
referenced the many operational hours she contributed on other jobs throughout the year. Well done
Emma.
Looking ahead, we are aiming to promote the use of Avalanche Dog Teams anytime there is a
search involving snow covered terrain. Avalanche Dog Teams are specifically trained to find people
and articles either above or below the snow and operate effectively in the snow covered environment
which makes them a useful option for Incident Management Teams to consider. We are also aiming
to instigate targeting of SAR hotspots to recruit handlers where we currently do not have effective
coverage.
Search Dogs are in a good position to provide an operational capability and in a great position to
maintain or improve on capability thanks to the continued efforts of all the members of the group.
In closing, I would like to acknowledge the NZ Police Dog Section and Handlers – your ongoing
support is essential and greatly valued – thank you.
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NATIONAL OFFICE SUPPORT

RAE WAKEFIELD-JONES ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE MANAGER
After a short financial year in 2014/15 of
seven months, we commenced our new,
‘full’ year on 1 April 2015. We started with
preparations for the 21st AGM which
was held on 18 July 2015 in Wellington.
There was a good turnout of nearly 100
delegates and guests for the fly in, fly out
day and the Board welcomed Iain (Cooch)
Watson as a new director. Ex LandSAR
Chairman, Dave Erson was elected as a Life Member. He joined a small,
distinguished group of four other Life Members. Sadly one of the first Life
Members, Roger Barrowclough of Dunedin passed away in February 2016.
2015/2016 was a year of change; we changed banks in November
2015, our postal address in February 2016 and Chief Executives
over Christmas. We said goodbye to Harry Maher in December. It
was a privilege to work with him. I benefited from his professional
manner, business acumen, orderly systems and not the least, his dry sense of humour! After
the traditionally quiet Christmas break, we welcomed Steve Caldwell on board as our new Chief

Rae and locals at Arthur’s Pass SAREX.

Executive. Things then got really busy with Steve in the deep end of Board meetings, staff meetings,
strategy reviews and a complete revision of the Business Plan and Budget for 2016/17.
We said goodbye to our close neighbours and friends in Christchurch, the Coastguard Southern
Region Management team. They moved from the St Asaph Street offices in the Christchurch
CBD to bigger premises. Following the pattern of change, the LandSAR National Support Office
relocated to a business park near Christchurch airport. When our CBD lease was up, we took the
opportunity to move to a smaller office and reduce our rent outgoings considerably. You are very
welcome to visit me at Unit 8, 35 Sir William Pickering Drive, Canterbury Technology Business Park,
Christchurch. Please just call ahead though as I may be out and about.
In September 2015 I visited Auckland, Hamilton, Rotorua, Taupo, Turangi, Ruapehu, RARO, Taihape,
Palmerston North, Horowhenua and Wellington groups. It is always great to get out and meet the
people who do the ‘real work’ of LandSAR and in their own time. In return I am able to support them
with administrative and financial advice, if required. I was pleased to be invited to the opening of
North Otago Search and Rescue’s new premises on 28 November 2015. I’m sure that their set up
would be the envy of some other groups.
I enjoyed going along as an observer to the Canterbury District SAREX at Arthur’s Pass from 11-13
March 2016. There was a high turnout from local groups for the cold case scenario. Although
nothing new of note was found, it was a worthwhile exercise for all.
Remember we’re here to support all LandSAR volunteers. For a list of who to approach, members should login
and check out this page http://www.landsar.org.nz/frequently-asked-questions/who-from-the-national-supportteam-can-help-me/
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NATIONAL TRAINING

PETE CORBETT AND KAREN WALKER
Training for 2016 is in full swing as we enter the mid-year peak season when
75% of formal training delivered by external providers is consumed during the
months May to November as the underlying graph indicates:
This year we have seen the introduction of four new courses in the
SARACE training program delivered by Tai Poutini Polytechnic. The
Investigative Interviewing course, which is based on existing law
enforcement and compliance training, was delivered in the Catlin’s
mid-June and the suite of 3 operational tracking courses have been
delivered in both Islands.
A further addition to the SARACE curriculum is the Extended Search
Planning (ESP) course which now caters for search planning and
multi-period management beyond the initial response phase.
We were fortunate again to have the opportunity to send four
members to the SAR Manager’s course at the Royal New Zealand
Police College and two members to the National Police SAR course
Group Training at Mt Grey - Charlie Dawson

at Dip Flat; the feedback from attending these has been very
favourable with obvious benefits for interagency operability in the training environment.
During 2015/16 LandSAR Groups reported that their members had spent 50,303 hours
participating in training (excluding SAREX’s) – 54% of which was delivered in-house by volunteers
for volunteers which is encouraging as it not only empowers individual members and enhances their
personal skills and knowledge but provides for a higher level of self-sufficiency and sustainability for
this type of training. An overhaul of the existing on-line training modules and a revamp of the training
delivery course are intended to promote this developing capability at a local level whilst delivering
nationally consistent training at reduced cost.
The initial rollout of the competencies this year along with the developing new curriculum that is
being aligned with the competencies has identified the need for a far more focussed approach
to training that is predicated on role progression within the competency framework and learning
pathways that provide the training inputs. The key to all of this will be the development of learning
plans for each individual member which will cascade upwards into Group, Region and National
training plans. But targeted training such as this will undoubtedly place greater emphasis on the
Group Training Officer (GTO) role and we are currently looking at ways to support this increasingly
important position within Groups.
The Outward Bound Community Scholarships programme is back on track for 2016 and we
look forward to sending seven LandSAR members to Anakiwa during the second half of 2016.
This presents as a valuable opportunity for personal growth and learning through experience
whilst gaining a valuable set of skills which are transferable to personal, professional and SAR
environments.
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NATIONAL TRAINING EVENTS

1 APRIL 2015 - 31 MARCH 2016
EVENT

PROVIDER

CONTINUATION/REFRESHER TRAINING

# EVENTS
DELIVERED

# STUDENTS # AVG STUDENTS
ATTENDED
PER EVENT

# CANCELLED
EVENTS

Bushcraft Refresher 1 day

SARINZ

0

0

-

0

Bushcraft Refresher 2 day

SARINZ

1

5

5.0

0

Field Refresher 1 day

SARINZ

15

226

15.1

6

Field Refresher 2 day

SARINZ

3

35

11.7

1

First Aid 1 day

111 Care

16

186

11.6

2

First Aid 2 day

111 Care

1

18

18.0

0

1 day IMT

GSS

4

50

12.5

1

Incident Management Exercise

GSS

1

12

12.0

2

PHEC Refresher

111 Care

3

24

8.0

Rope Rescue Refresher

TPP

1

16

16.0

1

45

572

12.7

13

Continuation/Refresher Training Total

EVENT

PROVIDER

STANDARDS-BASED SKILLS ACQUISITION TRAINING

# EVENTS
DELIVERED

# STUDENTS # AVG STUDENTS
ATTENDED
PER EVENT

# CANCELLED
EVENTS

4 Wheel Drive

TPP

2

34

17.0

1

Advanced Rope Rescue

TPP

1

14

14.0

1

All Terrain Vehicle

TPP

0

0

-

0

Avalanche Awareness

TPP

1

13

13.0

0

Bushcraft 1 day

TPP

1

9

9.0

0

Bushcraft 2 day

TPP

1

14

14.0

0

CIMS4 (multi agency)

TPP

2

32

16.0

1

Extended Search Planning

TPP

1

12

12.0

1

Foundation Rope Rescue

TPP

5

70

14.0

1

Induction Course

LandSAR

1

2

2.0

0

Investigative Interviewing

TPP

0

0

-

0

Managing The Initial Response

TPP

4

53

13.3

0

Operational Tracking Introduction

LandSAR

1

16

16.0

1

Operational Tracking

LandSAR

1

11

11.0

1

Operational Tracking - Team Leader

LandSAR

1

3

3.0

1

Outdoor Risk Management

TPP

5

79

15.8

2

Personal Rope Access

TPP

2

16

8.0

Pre Hospital Emergency Care

111 Care

1

12

12.0

Processing Wilderness Clue Sites

TPP

5

73

14.6

1

SAR Leadership (multi agency)

TPP

2

19

9.5

1

Search Techniques

TPP

14

207

14.8

Searching Suburban Environment

TPP

5

91

18.2

Swift Water Awareness

TPP

4

44

11.0

Tracking Core Skills

TPP

11

179

16.3

Tracking in the Wilderness Environment

TPP

7

88

12.6

Training the Trainer for Assessment

TPP

1

13

13.0

Training the Trainer for Delivery

TPP

1

0

-

Vertical Rope Rescue

TPP

1

12

12.0

0

81

1,116

13.8

15

Standards-Based Skills Acquisition Training Total

GRAND TOTAL

SARINZ-Search & Rescue Institute New Zealand

GSS-Global Sar Services

126

1,688

111 Care-Triple One Care

13.4

2

1

28

TPP-Tai Poutini Polytechnic
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LANDSAR REVENUE STREAMS
Total Revenue 2007-2016
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$0
2007/08

2008/09

2015/16 Revenue Streams

2009/10

2010/11

3% 1% 1%

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

6%
29%

60%
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NZ Police

Sponsorship

NZSAR

Donations

Outdoor Safety Committee
(Lotteries)

Interest

2015/16

2016/17 BUSINESS PLAN
GOAL PROVIDE CAPABILITY AND CAPACITY
OBJECTIVE

A nationwide network of well supported and engaged Groups with appropriate capacity to meet the SAR needs of their local communities.

TASKS

MEASURES

TARGETS

Communicate with Groups & facilitate
communication between Groups &
with other Stakeholders

Group satisfaction

80% satisfied or very satisfied with quality of support provided.

GSO attendance at Group meetings
and other events

Twice per group per annum
80% Attendance at all Regional/Alliance Meetings
75% attendance at SAREX events

Mentor & coach Group office bearers
on their roles and responsibilities

Groups feel well supported and
have in place appropriate policies
and succession plans to ensure
ongoing continuity and meet SLA
responsibilities

Target Operational Capacity identified in all LandSAR groups by end of September
2016.
Active Operational Capacity of 80% of groups is within 25% of TOC
Recruitment and Induction Resources available to Groups by end of 2016/17 Fin Yr.

Assist Groups to undertake the annual Timely & robust participation of GPT
GPT exercise

90% participation of GPT

Review current GPT format and data
collection process

Project Completion

Review complete by end of June 2016

Provide administrative support

Timeliness and accuracy of group
reporting

95% submission of timely quarterly reporting

-

All ID Card requests actioned within 5wks
95% compliance rate for Charities and Incorporated Societies annual returns

Facilitate regional communications and Distribution and access to required
coordination of resources
resources

Work with the RCC to ensure accurate capture of all available LandSAR
operational resources

OBJECTIVE

A nationwide network of well supported and engaged Specialist Teams with appropriate capacity to meet the specialist SAR needs for their area of operation.

TASKS

MEASURES

TARGETS

Manage, administer, train & resource a Availability and competency of
national CaveSAR capability
CaveSAR Resources

Sufficient capacity exists to execute a deep cave rescue anywhere in NZ

Support the development of a
RiverSAR capability

Work with the SAR co-ordinating authority to establish areas of need for both a
RiverSAR & CanyonSAR capability

Availability and competency of
RiverSAR Resources

Functioning RiverSAR teams are maintained in Tasman and Wanaka
Train, assess & equip Search Dog
teams

National availability of competent
search dog teams

A minimum of 10 wilderness dog & 5 avalanche dog teams are maintained

Train & equip 6 ACR teams

National coverage for high angle &
ACR responses

ACR teams are maintained in the key risks areas of Ruapehu, Taranaki, South
Westland, ChCh, Wakatipu and Wanaka

A Search Dog team is available within 4hrs for any wilderness callout.

ACR Teams respond safely to all callouts from Coordinating Authorities for
technical rope or alpine capability
Train & equip operational tracking
teams

Support a network of groups to
provide systems that enable a safe
return for people who are at risk of
wandering in NZ

National availability of operational
tracking teams

6 operational tracking teams are maintained

Effectiveness of Operational tracking
resource

Database of Operational Tracking SAROPs developed

A functional national network exists

Support the wander Stakeholder reference group
Establish Website for national wander network
Develop information and support resources, including Monthly newsletter
Conduct series of workshops on Suburban search techniques by Chris Young
Develop national guidelines
Secure sustainable supply of Wandatrak equipment
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2016/17 BUSINESS PLAN
OBJECTIVE

A Competency Framework is developed and implemented that describes the operational roles and articulates the skills and knowledge required to carryout those
roles competently and safely.

TASKS

MEASURES

Print and distribute required
competency resources for initial 5
roles of Probationary Field Team
Member, Field Team Member, Team
Leader, Safety Officer and Operations
Manager.

Adequacy and availability of resources Website functionality to record competency results in place by end of June 2016

TARGETS

Accredit and equip assessors to
carryout competency assessments
for initial 5 roles of Probationary Field
Team Member, Field Team Member,
Team Leader, Safety Officer and
Operations Manager.

Preparedness and availability of
Assessors

Competency Task Books and Binders printed and distributed
Record of Assessment forms printed and distributed.

Conduct Assessor training consisting of 1day workshop x4 and 2 days FT by TPP
in NI & SI in May & Sept
Required Assessor Guides and Packs distributed to each assessor on completion
of assessor training
100 Field Team Assessors accredited by end of 2016/17 FY.
5 Safety Officer Assessors accredited by end of 2016/17 FY
10 Operation Manager Assessors accredited by end of 2016/17 FY

Facilitate membership engagement in
competency programme

Membership involvement

30% of all new members enrolled in competency programme for Probationary Field
Team Member.
300 Field Team Members assessed as competent by end of 2016/17 FY
100 Team Leaders accredited by end of 2016/17 FY
10 Safety Officers and 20 Operations Managers accredited by end of 2016/17 FY

Complete competency development
for all remaining roles

Document Completion

All relevant competencies documents are available for use and published on the
LandSAR intranet by end of 2016/17 Fin Yr

Develop and Implement moderation
system

System Effectiveness

System developed ready for implementation

OBJECTIVE

A Cost Effective Training Curriculum that enables role progression through complimentary training pathways and blended learning options that delivers on
LandSAR’s required competencies.

TASKS

MEASURES

TARGETS

Maintain LandSAR’s Web based
Training Management System and
annual training calendar based on
identified training needs

Timeliness and accessibility of training
information

LandSAR’s Web based Training Management System is accurate and up to date
80% of members are satisfied with the training information and support provided
Calendar published on website before end Dec and remains synchronised with
those of NZSAR & provider(s)

Degree to which calendar meets
identified needs

Course cancellation rate is 5% less than 2015

Coordinate training logistics

Student satisfaction with logistics &
venues

90% participation satisfaction rate

Reimburse volunteer training travel
expenses

Timeliness of reimbursement

All reimbursement claims settled within 6wks

Development & maintenance of
SARACE funded training content and
delivery

Quality and sufficiency of content and
delivery

Content developed for 3 Operational tracking courses by end May 2016

80% of identified training needs met

Undertake moderation of SARACE delivered TWE and SSE courses and
commence implementation of recommendations by end of 2016/7 FY
Implementation of recs made to MTIR, TCS and ST by end of 2016/7 FY
LANDSAR represented at all meetings of SARPAC

Procure quality needs based refresher/ Cost effectiveness of contracts
continuation training aligned with the
SARACE funded training
Quality and sufficiency of content and
delivery
Implement the Train the Trainer and
online training programmes

Training delivered as per contracts
All Training delivered within Budget
Moderation of x1 field refresher and x1 rescue refresher and implement recs made
by end of 2016/7 FY

Student Satisfaction

80% satisfaction

Quality of content

x3 on-line training modules reviewed and revised by end of 2016/17 FY

Participation rates

x10 Students complete the train the trainer course annually
20% increase in Website visits to on-line training modules by end of 2016/17 FY
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2016/17 BUSINESS PLAN
Create & implement distance &
e-learning opportunities

Quality of content

Support the facilitation of Police led
SAREXs

Participation rates

80% attendance by groups

Learning outcomes identified and
achieved

SAREX evaluation completed with 80% targets met

Participation rates

Develop a National plan for LandSAR led SAREXs and other informal training
events

Facilitate LandSAR lead SAREXs
and other informal training events at
national, regional and local levels

Development of an HSE/SMS e-learning package by end of 2016/17 FY

60% attendance by target audience
Learning outcomes identified and
achieved

Develop a LandSAR Training/Learning Effectiveness of strategy
Strategy

SAREX/training evaluation for 80% of events
Steering Committee established and supported
Strategy agreed by Ad Grp by Dec 2016

Curriculum realignment
A LandSAR specific training curriculum Degree to which LandSAR’s training
is developed and maintained
curriculum aligns with competency
framework

Alignment is complete by Oct 2016
Curriculum is completed and approved for implementation by end of 2016/7 FY

OBJECTIVE

LandSAR Groups have the necessary equipment and Communication resources to meet operational and safety needs.

TASKS

MEASURES

Facilitate the acquisition of appropriate Adequacy of LandSAR’s
Communications equipment to meet
Communications Resources.
local operational SAR needs

TARGETS
Review and Agree LandSAR Comms Strategy by end of 2016/17 FY.
Distribution criteria established and approved by Communications Advisory Group
Appropriate technical advice and licensing arrangements in place

Procurement is Cost Effective & Within Existing Comms equipment is maintained in working order
budget
Comms equipment is distributed according to agreed criteria and within budget
Facilitate the acquisition of appropriate Adequacy of LandSAR’s safety
safety equipment to meet local
Resource
operational SAR needs

Review and Agree LandSAR Safety Equipment Policy by end of June 2016.

Distribution criteria established and approved by Safety Advisory Group
Procurement is Cost Effective & Within Safety equipment is distributed according to agreed criteria and within budget
budget
Equitable distribution of minor
equipment to LandSAR groups

Equitable distribution

Agree LandSAR Minor Equipment policy by end of 2016/17 FY.

Procurement is Cost Effective & Within Minor equipment is distributed according to agreed criteria and within budget
budget

GOAL ENHANCE RELATIONSHIPS AND PARTNERSHIPS
OBJECTIVE

Strong, mutually beneficial relationships exist between LandSAR and its key stakeholders and partners.

TASKS

MEASURES

Manage relationship with key Funding
Agencies

Currency and adherence of existing
agreements

TARGETS
MOU with Police, RCC and LandSAR is less than 1yr past review
No significant issues raised regarding adherence to MoU provisions

Compliance with contracts and
funding agreements

LandSAR meets all reporting and operational requirements within the Joint SLA

Quality of relationships

90% Attendance at all NZSAR fora and meetings

LandSAR complies with all OSC application and reporting requirements
Morgan Foundation continues to support LandSAR activities

Manage relationships with key SAR
Partner Agencies

90 Attendance at NZ Police SAR Fora/meetings
Regular contact with key SAR partners is maintained
No Relationship Issues reported

Enhance International Relationships

Quality of Relationships with key
Host Bob Koester and Chris Young at National Conference
International Partners and Practitioners
Maintain engagement with SARVAL, NASAR, MRA and ICAR
Int Scholarship Programme
Implemented

2 Scholarships awarded
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2016/17 BUSINESS PLAN
OBJECTIVE

Communications with and between members demonstrates a united and progressive organisation.

TASKS

MEASURES

TARGETS

Provide national fora for members to
engage with the wider network

Attendance/satisfaction rates at AGM
& conference

Annual Report approved by AGM

Utilisation and engagement with
Intranet discussion forum

50 posts per annum

Facilitate a free flow of ideas and
Adequacy of communication tools
information with and among members
Currency and usefulness of Intranet

85% of Groups represented, 80% satisfaction.

Publication of regular newsletter/flyer
No issues

OBJECTIVE

LandSAR’s influence and position within the SAR sector and wider society remains positive and highly regarded.

TASKS

MEASURES

TARGETS

Media Profile

LandSAR maintains a positive media profile.

Utilisation and engagement with
Website and social media

Min of 50,000 visits and 300,000 page views to LandSAR Website

Public Relations
Maintain an active, positive public
profile through regular updates to
Website and social media outlets.

Min 3000 follows on Facebook Page by end of 2016/147 FY
Investigate other forms of increasing LandSAR Public Profile through social media

Advocacy
Represent the views of LandSAR
NZ on all major legislative and policy
change

Timeliness and quality of submissions

Submissions on all significant SAR legislative and policy changes approved by
Board

Membership Support and involvement
Views of LandSAR membership represented in all submissions made by LandSAR
in Advocacy positions

GOAL ADAPT TO CHANGING ENVIRONMENTS
OBJECTIVE

LandSAR understands and adapts to technological change.

TASKS

MEASURES

OPERATIONAL TOOLS PROJECT

Report timeliness and utility

TARGETS

Est. and support WG to review
usefulness of emerging SAR
operational tools

Report available for consideration at April 2016 Board Meeting

COMMS REVIEW

Attendance by LandSAR Comms contractor and GSO at all meeting of the COMMs
Review Steering Group

Support the sector wide WG
setup to review the SAR sector’s
communication needs and develop a
sector strategy

Utility of report

TECHNOLOGY WORKING GROUP

Wide spread adoption of the Data
Protocols amongst SAR software
developers

Est. and Support WG to develop a
SAR sector data exchange protocol
and review existing SAR software
packages.

Draft protocols developed and made available for consultation by end of 2016/17
fin yr

OBJECTIVE

LandSAR understands and adapts to changes in demographics.

TASKS

MEASURES

TARGETS

SUPPLY AND DEMAND STUDY

Report utility

Accurate report of national supply & demand trends completed by end of 2016 Fin
Yr

Support the sector wide WG setup
to gain an in-depth understanding of
the relationship between location and
capacity of LandSAR and NZ Police
resources, the potential future nature
of those resources, and the actual and
future demand for them
Investigate electronic systems to store Report utility
& analysis GPT data to identify existing
grp capacity/capability and key trends.
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WG est. under agreed TOR and project timeline and milestones developed

2016/17 BUSINESS PLAN
GOAL ACHIEVE CONSISTENT HIGH PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE

A Safety Management System that is fit for purpose and integrated into everyday activity.

TASKS

MEASURES

TARGETS

Maintain the necessary tools and
documents to support LandSAR’s
SMS

Utility and timeliness of system
documentation

Overarching system guidance updated and published on website by end of June

Support SMSAG to assist LandSAR
fulfil its statutory obligations under the
HSWA

Quality of advice towards achieving
compliance with HSWA

TOR agreed by group and ongoing support provided

Provide safety instruction and
guidance to the membership on the
management of key generic risks

Compliance with instruction and
guidance

Facilitate the implementation of
LandSAR’s SMS

Membership engagement

SMS reviewed and amended according to SMSAG advice
LandSAR Safety Strategy developed by the end of 2016/17 FY
Review existing safety standards and amend according to SMSAG advice
Safety Standards are developed for technical rescue activities, off road driving and
avalanche safety in subalpine environments
All regionally based Sarex’s from Oct 1 2016 will have a documented safety plan
based on the SMS template
90% SAROP’s lasting more than 4hrs or involving the deployment of multiple
teams will have a documented Safety Plan based on the SMS template
50% of local Grp training sessions have a completed Field Safety Assessment
retained
All LandSAR Field Teams are deployed with a Take 5 Field Safety Book

Participate in sector fora to improve
LandSAR’s safety awareness and
systems

LandSAR’s SMS aligns with sector
wide initiatives

Maintain LandSAR’s Accident Register Timeliness, accuracy and
completeness of record

Attendance at NZSAR H&S meetings
Appropriate representation at SAR sector safety workshop
Review format for LandSAR accident and incident register
All accidents involving serious harm are reported in LandSAR’s Accident Register
and to Work safe NZ within 24hrs
All non serious harm accidents/incidents that are more than trivial are reported in
the LandSAR Accident Register within 72hrs
All near misses with potential to cause serious harm or other significant loss are
reported in the LandSAR Accident Register within 72hrs

Develop Accident Investigation
process

Robustness of system

Process developed and trialled by end of 2016/7 FY

Membership is kept informed of key
safety developments and issues

Membership awareness

Standard format and criteria for safety alerts established

Develop & implement SMS audit
process

Robustness of system

Define Audit process by end of 2016/17 FY

OBJECTIVE

Understand and Manage LandSAR’s organisational culture to facilitate optimal performance.

TASKS

MEASURES

TARGETS

Undertake an analysis of the key
features influencing LandSAR’s
existing Organisational Culture

Report Utility

Baseline Report provided to Board by Oct Board Meeting

OBJECTIVE

Establish a series of robust evidenced based SAR measures and success factors that would enable the efficiency and effectiveness of search efforts to be
assessed and monitored.

TASKS

MEASURES

TARGETS

Est. and support WG to oversee
project

Utility of evaluation framework

Draft set of measures identified for testing in LandSAR environment

Contract Lumin to conduct initial
research and develop an evaluation
framework
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DEPUTY CHAIRMAN AND
AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
GREG BISHOP

On behalf of the Board I am pleased to
report that LandSAR’s financial position
remains healthy. Although we recorded
a small deficit for the year ($38,000), our
reserves stand at $526,000, ahead of our
target of $500,000.
Readers should note that there are
differences between our 2015/16
Financial Statements and those in our
2014/15 Annual Report, principally due to the change in our balance
date last year and a change to the financial reporting framework for
“Public Benefit Entities” which applies this year.
Our 2015/16 Financial Statements cover a full 12 month period, while
our Financial Statements in the 2014/15 Annual Report covered a
seven month period (because we changed our balance date from
Tautuku Cup – Jo Boyd

August to March).
Last year there was a quirk in the way we recorded our funding from Police. Because our seven
month financial statement period did not include the month of July (when we received our funding
from Police) we did not record any funding from Police. That situation was a “one-off” and in our

“I am pleased
to report that
LandSAR’s
financial position
remains healthy.”

Financial Statements for this year we have recorded the annual $150,000 grant.
A slightly different issue has arisen this year due toas the Lotteries Grant Year no longer
closelycoincidingcoincides closely with ours. Within the annual Lotteries Grant that we receive,
there is an allocation of approximately $35,000 for our Annual General Meeting. Due to the change
in our balance date (and bringing forward our Annual General Meeting) we had two Annual General
Meetings in the same Lotteries Grant Year. This meant that we had to fund last year’s Annual
General Meeting from our own reserves, and this was a major contributing factor to us recording a
deficit for the year.
As noted above, the financial reporting framework for LandSAR has changed. We are a Public
Benefit Entity and our 2015/16 Financial Statements reflect the new reporting framework. While no
changes were required to our accounting policies to accommodate the new framework, there are
some changes to the way we present our financial information.
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